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Maya, “Try this smoothie diet!. The book is full of great sounding recipes for all kinds of
smoothies. They are organized under fruit smoothies,green smoothies, breakfast smoothies and
energy smoothies.The author discusses the different kinds of smoothies and the importance of
using the right one at the righttime. He gives some tips on choosing a blender and explains in
great detail what the liver does, why it is soimportant to health and why you should detox your
liver for better health. Common problems caused by theliver not functioning well are digestive
issues, low energy, diabetes, and high blood pressure among others.He discusses how
smoothies can give you all the nutrients you need in one serving without the calories. Healso
discusses ingredients to use for the best smoothies.Fruit smoothies are full of vitamins and
minerals and help with reducing hunger and helping the immunesystem. Green smoothies help
with weight loss, reducing hunger, stop cravings for bad foods, and are highin antioxidants. With
a smoothie you get the whole fruit or vegetable not just the juice so you get fiber as well.The
book is full of smoothie recipes of all kinds and that is part of the problem. While they are
organized intofruit, green, breakfast and energy categories there is no other rhyme or reason as
to how they are put together.There also should be a chart saying how many calories, carbs etc if
this is a diet book.Otherwise, this is a well written book with a lot of good information. The
recipes sound good and the preparationis easy and not time consuming. There is also a 5 day
meal plan to get you started.I received this book free in exchange for my honest review.”

theFiveCs, “found some family favorites!. I love making smoothies for myself and children to be
sure that we are getting enough fruits and veggies in our diet. I can also add things that are
going bad (of course before they go bad, but using them quickly this way) and also I can hide in
some things they don't like to round out their diet, and mine! I was looking for some new recipes
and this one has been a great help in broadening our smoothie recipe favorites.This book
includes recipes for:- twenty-five fruit smoothies,- twenty-six green smoothies,- ten breakfast
smoothies,- five energy smoothies,- plus a 5-day Meal Plan that includes three yummy recipes
for solid meal substitutes.The only thing I am not a fan of is some of the recipes call for sugar. I
have never added sugar to our smoothie, these are supposed to be very healthy and adding
sugar is not healthy! I have added some local honey in replace of sugar if needed but for the
most part with the fruits natural sugars are enough. Great book otherwise for expanding your
smoothie recipes.I don’t know about you, but I depend very heavily on reviews that are posted
on Amazon, even if I am purchasing an item elsewhere, I read what the reviewers here have to
say. I want to help others by providing my reviews that detail personal experience with the
products that I buy on Amazon. My aim is to highlight the features and drawbacks that I would
want to know about as a buyer, not hype the product for the manufacturer. If you learned
anything helpful about this product from my review, you can let me know by clicking the “yes”
button. Please note I’m not compensated in any way for your vote; however, your positive vote



definitely assists me in learning types of information shoppers find helpful in a review. If you feel
something is missing, I would like to know that as well. My remarks are sincere and my own. I
work very hard trying to write insightful and thoughtful reviews for each itemI received this
product at a discount in exchange for my honest review.”
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